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This book goes inside the real X-Files. Not only have the FBI and CIA investigated UFOs, but both
agencies have actively tried to conceal that fact from the public. This book proves it. These
agencies collected information which, when combined with evidence collected by Air Force
Intelligence, proves that at least some UFOs are interplanetary craft. Furthermore, top Air Force
officials knew this over sixty years ago and withheld (covered up?) this information from the
American people. Written by Dr. Bruce Maccabee, one of the most respected voices in UFO
research, this is a riveting page-turner, packed with information. It tells the real story of why
Americaâ€™s leading intelligence agencies have been genuinely concerned about UFOs, and why
the â€œproblem of UFOsâ€• is unlikely to go away any time soon.Praise for the book:Dr. Bruce
Maccabee has written an intelligent, concise and lively history of the UFO phenomenon, which
includes his own fascinating relationships to CIA staff and others from the official world. Written with
tremendous authority and insight by one of the leading scholars and luminaries of the field, The
FBI-CIA-UFO Connection is meticulously researched and reflects decades of involvement by the
author. Everything in this book is documented fact, presented in a straightforward, no-nonsense
style which is easy to read. Maccabee tells a riveting story of an unfolding and building UFO reality
in conflict with now-transparent government attempts to explain them away and deny their possible
interplanetary origin. He dispenses with irrelevant and peripheral material that clog so many other
books on the topic, using once secret official documents, investigated sightings and newspaper
reports as the basis for a crisp and fast-paced narrative. He knows how to focus on what matters,
and reveals a deep knowledge of the implications of key developments within the current historical
context. The book is anything but dryâ€”it is written as a page-turner, in short, clear chapters
punctuated with humor and a conversational style that makes you want to keep reading. I trust
Maccabee's expertise completely, and I learned a great deal from this outstanding book, which
concludes with the best assessment Iâ€™ve ever read concerning the unending, unanswerable
question of a government cover-up. I recommend the book highly to anyone interested in UFOs.
â€”Leslie Kean, author, UFOs: Generals, Pilots, and Government Officials Go On the RecordBruce
Maccabeeâ€™s new book is a sharp rebuke to die-hards and ideologues on both ends of the UFO
spectrum. It is a stinging, substantive rebuttal to zealous debunkers who don't want the UFO subject
to be taken seriously because it proves, beyond any reasonable doubt, that officials at the highest
levels of our military and intelligence communities regarded the UFO mystery as an issue of
paramount importance. The documents which Dr. Maccabbee helped to squeeze out of our
government are amazingly candid, precisely because they were never meant to be seen by the

public. Skeptics will not be able to dismiss this evidence by invoking swamp gas or weather
balloons.The book is also a wake up call for those UFO faithful who breathlessly await some sort of
"Full Disclosure" by government officials. It's not going to happen. The best glimpse we will ever get
into the murky world of official UFO files is by reading the materials that were plucked out of the
murky swamp before the spooks had time to react. This book delivers the goods, and should be
read by anyone who is a serious student of the subject.â€”George Knapp, Investigative Reporter
and author, Hunt for the Skinwalker: Science Confronts the Unexplained at a Remote Ranch in Utah
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The FBI-CIA-UFO Connection does what it claims to do: it connects the dots. Its "main events" are
the continuous sequence of credible UFO "unknowns" reported by pilots, active duty military
personnel, law enforcement officers and civilians from 1947 to the present. The "dots" are the
reports, comments, internal memoranda and press releases relating to this continuous stream of
events that were generated by the FBI, the CIA, and various branches of the Department of
Defense over that time. The book relies on Freedom of Information requests by activists who have
persistently burrowed into government files and who have refused to take "no" for an answer when

they thought more documents should be forthcoming. The book tells us that there was confusion
and indecision about the UFO evidence at the mid-level of these three agencies of the US
governmentDr. Maccabee spent his professional career as a civilian scientist working for the US
Navy, and his work brought him into routine contact with CIA counterparts with whom he shared his
technical advances. His CIA contacts were puzzled by UFO reports, and they found out very little by
talking to other people in the agency. They were always interested to hear what Dr. Maccabee, a
serious student of the UFO phenomenon whose work was informed by his expertise as an optical
physicist, had to tell them.The picture this book paints of the UFO awareness of mid-level officers,
agents, and analysts in all three agencies: FBI, CIA and Defense, is that they were running around
in circles getting nowhere, and that they received no organizing direction or encouragement to carry
out serious studies of the phenomena at that level. An interesting chapter involves Dr.

Dr. Maccabee is the first person to obtain classified files from the FBI and CIA through the Freedom
Of Information Act when the Act was first created in the mid 1970s. Even though he obtained these
documents decades ago, he only wrote a book in regard to them in 2000 entitled FBI/UFO
Connection.This latest book is an update of the original. With these books Dr. Maccabee proves that
even though the U.S. federal government denied the existence of alien beings and UFO craft, that
they were involved in investigating the UFO phenomenon from the time that the Roswell NM
incident was first reported, and that they used the media to discredit any person who claimed to
have seen or been abducted by a UFO.The Roswell NM incident in 1947 remains mired in myriad
conspiracy theories pertaining to whether or not real UFO craft and alien bodies were actually
discovered, or if this was a smokescreen to conceal the fact that the U.S. federal government was
flying their own test aircraft that utilized Nikola Tesla's antigravity propulsion system.There is also
speculation that the federal government is using reverse engineered technology to power these
craft, and using the alien story as propaganda in order to conceal the fact that the federal
government has access to this advanced technology.Perhaps the real story involves both: alien
involvement as well as Tesla technology.Given the recent claims made by NSA whistleblower
Edward Snowden, that the U.S.

...to any deep researcher/seasoned student of Ufology, the information in this book, taken as a
whole, regarding the machinations of persons in the fbi and cia concerning their actions in the
"covering-up" of UFO's, though detailed, is likely to leave the reader thinking -- "well yeah, of
course" these persons in these Federal Government Agencies would behave like this; This is just

the type of secretive, compartmentalized, and deceptive behaviors that fbi and cia
employees/agents routinely do. Thus, in general, there are no "disclosure"-type shockers here. By
now, the general UFO topics of -- "Do UFO's exist?", and if they do, "Does the government have
proof/evidence of UFO's that they are hiding and covering-up?" are now decades old questions,
which have, for all intents and purposes been answered in the affirmative. The most important, and
"urgent", questions now for Ufologists, should not be those simply regarding the matter of "UFO's"
-(meaning the "crafts" themselves, whether they be purely physical in nature and/or of a
bio-inter-dimensional nature), nor of the general "UFO - Government cover-up", but... BUT RATHER
should concern the nature of the BEINGS/ENTITIES that pilot UFO's, and even more importantly,
THEIR "AGENDA(S)"! Maybe it's time for a new "...ology", say, "Alienology". Alienologists might
pose questions such as these: Q.
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